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Historic Resources Report 
622 15th Street, Miami Beach, FL 

 

Overview: 

This report is divided into three sections: (01) A compendium of all historic data available for the site 

(02) The Applicants proposal for consideration and (03) A brief explanation of how the Applicant’s 

proposal will benefit the site, the experiential quality of 15th Street, and the Flamingo Park Historic 

District. 

 

 
01) HISTORICAL DATA & EXHIBITS: 

A. Synopsis 

B. Original Building Plans & Elevations (1924) 

C. Original Building Card (1925) 

D. Sanborn Map (1938) 

D. Partial Building Photograph (1945) 

E. First Floor Plan (2006) 

F. Second Floor Plan (2006) 

G. Boundary Survey (2009) 

H. Previous Owners 

J. Existing Fourplex Photographs 

K. Existing Garage Building Photographs 

L. Garage Building Elevation Analysis 
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  Synopsis 
622 15th Street, Rear Garage Building 

 
The subject property is a 6,000 square foot parcel (60’x100’) located in the Flamingo Park Historic 
District of Miami Beach. The site contains two buildings- a 2,995 square foot multifamily building of 
four units at the street, and what appears to be a former garage structure with a 560 square foot 
apartment above in the rear of the site that has since been converted to two apartments. Both buildings 
are classified as Contributing structures. 
 
The original Building Card indicates that the primary building at the street was originally constructed 
as a duplex residence in 1925 by the Owner & General Contractor J. Jensen. We are fortunate to have 
the original plan and elevation drawings by J. Gault Architect. However, comparing the existing 
structure to the original drawings indicates that the builder took significant liberties with the design by 
eliminating primary architectural elements from the main facades. Additionally, one need only walk 
around the building to note significant alterations to door and window patterns, sizes, and locations 
along with many later additions including, an exterior steel stair in 1956, electrical room, porches, and 
patios. Numerous original window openings have been blocked off and stuccoed. New windows and 
doors have been added with no thought to the building’s original composition. Most of these alterations 
appear to have been carried out in conjunction with the conversion from duplex to fourplex as a 
comparison of the original plans (pages 3 & 4) and the current plans (pages 11 & 12) indicate.  
 
We know less about the garage building at the rear. There are no original plans available nor is it 
mentioned in the permit application for the duplex. The garage’s first appearance is on the 1938 
Sanborn Map but little detail is provided. There is no mention of the garage building in the permit 
record until 1956 when a retroactive CO was issued for the conversion of the main building from a 
duplex to a fourplex and the conversion of the garage building into two apartments by the Owner. 
However, there is a 1945 photograph of 612 15th. Street (next door) from a real estate advertisement 
providing a partial view of the buildings at 622 15th. (page 10). It is difficult to discern the elevational 
composition of the garage building but the photograph is invaluable in providing a mid-century view 
of the duplex. The Building Card indicates that an exterior stair was added to the garage building in 
1959. The garage building sustained further alterations at some point as the 1959 stair no longer leads 
to any doorway, roof, or accessible window. 
 
At the current time, the buildings and grounds have not been uninhabited for approximately ten years 
and are in a state of advanced neglect.  
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ORIGINL BUILDING PLANS & ELEVATIONS (1924) 

 

FIRST FLOOR PLAN 

Note that the original building was designed (and constructed) as a Duplex. See also Building Card 
page 8. The building has since been subdivided into four apartments.  
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ORIGINL BUILDING PLANS & ELEVATIONS (1924) 

 

 

SECOND FLOOR PLAN 

Note the wraparound porch at NE (page SW) corner that was never built. See Elevations on following 
pages for images of this arcaded porch, entryway and port-cochere. 
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ORIGINL BUILDING PLANS & ELEVATIONS (1924) 

 

Front & Rear Elevations: Note covered porch, arched entryway, and porte-cochere (never built)  
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ORIGINL BUILDING PLANS & ELEVATIONS (1924) 

 

EAST & WEST ELEVATIONS: Note pairing of first and second floor fenestration. Much of this 
pairing no longer exists. See Drawing Set Sheets EX-04 & EX-05. 
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ORIGINL BUILDING CARD: FRONT  (1925) 

 

Of note from the original Building Card:  

01) Use:                      Duplex Residence 

02) Permit Number:   1252 

03) Permit Date:        June 3, 1925 

04) Size:                    35’-6” x 54’-0“ 

05) There is no mention of a second building on site anywhere in the original permit application. 

06) In October and November of 1935, 12 outlets and 9 fixtures were installed which may correspond 
to the date of the garage construction or conversion (This would agree with the 1938 Sanborn Map). 
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Of note from the original Building Card:  

07) In January of 1956 a new Certificate of Occupancy was granted to the Owner, ostensibly to 
legalize the converted main house to four apartments and the garage building to two apartments. This 
is the first mention of the garage building in the permit history. 

08) In July of 1956 a steel exterior egress stair was added to the fourplex. In 1959 an exterior 
concrete stair was added to the garage building.  The garage building sustained further alterations at 
some point as the 1959 stair no longer leads to any doorway, roof, or accessible window. 

09) The garage building was reroofed in 1960. 

 

ORIGINL BUILDING CARD-:REAR  (1925) 
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SUBJECT 

SANBORN MAP  (1938) 

 

SANBORN MAP  (1938) 

The Sanborn Map of 1938 pictured above shows both the main structure at 622 15th street 

as well as the garage building in the rear. 
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PARTIAL POTOGRAPH  (1945) 

 

 

PARTIAL BUILDING PHOTOGRAPH (1945)  

The photograph above is from a real estate add for the neighboring property at 612 15th Street. 

Nonetheless, it provides clues to the composition of the subject buildings at 622 15th St. shown at right.  

On the main structure we see the same pairing of first and second floor fenestration patterns and barrel 

tile on the ground level central bay window as represented in the original drawings. Both of these 

historic features have since vanished. 

The garage building is also visible in part and was certainly built (in what year we do not know) in part 

to mimic the original duplex. It is difficult to make any definitive judgements about the buildings 

overall disposition as so little is visible in the photograph. Also, no plans or elevation exist (that can be 

located) for the garage building in back. 
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  GROUND FLOOR PLAN   (2006) 
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SECOND FLOOR PLAN  (2006) 
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  BOUNDARY SURVEY (2009) 
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PREVIOUS OWNERS (2009) 

 

2012-2021   TOA INVESTMENTS, LLC   (Giuseppe Daghino)- Current Owner 

Mr. Daghino was able to provide a survey from 2013 but had no building plans. It remains his intention to 
restore the building but circumstances have prevented it. 

 

2006-2012    15 STREET PROPERTY LLC  (Claudio Benedetti) 

Mr. Benedetti was able to provide As-built plans from 2006 when he took ownership of the building. It was 
his intention to restore the building but it never happened. 

 

1974- 2006   BEACH 622 CORPORATION (Gabriel Garcia) 

There certainly are a lot of Gabriel Garcias in the Miami area alone (over 100) and I am yet to complete a 
full search. 
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EXISTING FOURPLEX PHOTORAPHS (From July 2021) 

 

East elevation of former duplex converted to a 
fourplex.  

Front (street) elevation of former duplex 
converted to a fourplex. 

 

Distinctive tower entrance at current fourplex on 
northeast corner. 

West elevation of current fourplex showing 
later additions of steel stair and landing, storage 
room and various doors. 
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 EXISTING GARAGE BUILDING PHOTORAPHS (2021) 

 

Northwest corner of garage building showing 
“replacement doors and windows and other 
alterations and additions. 

West elevation of garage structure showing 
additions and alterations. 

East elevation of garage structure showing 
blocked up window openings & surface 
mounted plumbing and electrical to serve 
converted garage to apartment.  

View of garage building from within the site. 
Note “ghost” openings of former garage 
door(s). 


